Train to Be a Jedi

For 800 years, Master Yoda has trained students of the Jedi Order. Now he has taken a new apprentice... you! With Yoda's help, you can master the Force and learn the secrets of the Jedi.

After Yoda welcomes you to your training, you must choose your path.

WISDOM:
Give Yoda his cane and he will share insights into the way of the Jedi... and the dark side.

WARRIOR:
When Yoda holds his lightsaber, he will share his mastery of Jedi combat techniques.

THE FORCE:
When Yoda's hands are free, he will instruct you in the mysteries of the Force.

SENSE THE DARK SIDE
Every Jedi Knight faces a Trial of the Spirit... a test by the Dark Side. Every day, you should ask Master Yoda whether he senses darkness within you:

"Do you sense the Dark Side?"

Master Yoda will ask you to raise your hand and hold it up to his. He will then describe your connection to the Force. But beware! If he warns that you will be tempted by the Dark Side, search your feelings. You may want to meditate upon the Jedi Code:

There is no emotion, there is peace.
There is no ignorance, there is knowledge.
There is no passion, there is serenity.
There is no death, there is the Force.

WISDOM

Before you rush into battle or attempt to master the Force, you must first gain wisdom. With cane in hand, Master Yoda will be your guide.

THE FIRST STEP:
When you first approach Master Yoda, tell him:

"I want to be a Jedi."

Master Yoda will tell you what it means to be a Jedi. Then you can tell him you are ready to train, or you can ask him for deeper wisdom:

"Tell me more."

Listen carefully, because Yoda's next words for you may be an important lesson about the temptations of the Dark Side.

SEEK WISDOM:
Master Yoda has spent centuries answering questions and sharing advice. When you seek his wisdom, simply ask:

"May I ask you a question?"

Yoda will agree to answer your question, but it must be one that could be answered "yes" or "no." Ask your question. He will pause to consider it, then give a response.

Master Yoda is wise, but his answer may not always be what you wish to hear. Do not act blindly upon his advice, for you must also learn to trust your own wisdom.
Wars do not make one great, but every Jedi must be ready to defend the galaxy from evil. When you bring Master Yoda his lightsaber, he will train you for battle.

**LIGHTSABER TRAINING:**
To prepare for lightsaber training, stand before Yoda in a ready position. If you do not have a lightsaber of your own, you can hold Yoda's cane or simply imagine a lightsaber in your hands. Then say:

“I'm ready to train, Master Yoda.”

Master Yoda will instruct you in a technique, then demonstrate it for you. These techniques are intended for Jedi Knights, and will require you to keep pace with Yoda's every swing and spin. Each time you repeat that you are ready to train, Yoda will demonstrate a technique. Practice at least one technique per day to keep your lightsaber skills well-honed.

**LIGHTSABER MASTERY:**
Once you have completed your basic lightsaber training, Yoda will decide if you are ready for an advanced technique. Say:

“Tell me more.”

Be ready! Only a master of the lightsaber can follow along with every step of his spinning, whirling moves. Sometimes Yoda can get carried away during a training session, and his lightsaber may get knocked loose. Take a moment to place it back in his hand so he can continue to teach him the way of the lightsaber.

**FIGHT THE DARK SIDE:**
Yoda will come to your aid in battle! When the Dark Side threatens, stand by Yoda's side and face your enemy together. Then call out:

“Help me fight the Dark Side!”

Yoda will assess the threat, then move forward to attack. Follow his lead, and show your enemies the power of the Jedi!
A Jedi's ally is the force, and a powerful ally it is. When Yoda's hands are free, he demonstrates his mastery of the Force ...and teaches you to do the same!

**FORCE PUSH**
A Jedi's most legendary skill is to move objects and opponents with the power of the Force! Every Padawan learns to use the Force Push technique, but do you have what it takes to move a Jedi Master? Approach Yoda and say:

*Teach me to use the Force.*

He will instruct you to clear your mind, raise your hand, and focus on him. Step back, then push out with your hand. If you are successful, Yoda will move back. As you become a Jedi Master, you will find that you can push with the Force using only the power of your mind! Practice daily, and someday you may hear Yoda say, “no more training do you require.”

**TEST YOUR ALLIES**
Once you have completed your basic lightsaber training, Yoda will decide if you are ready for an advanced technique. Say:

*Do you sense the Dark Side?*

If Yoda senses darkness within your friend, he may attempt to absorb the Dark Side energy, and his hand will begin to glow. But if Yoda does not sense the Dark Side, he may invite your friend to test a Force Push on him!

**NOT A JEDI YET**
The path to Jedi Mastery is a long one. Seek Yoda’s wisdom every day, and practice these techniques. Whenever you need to attune yourself to the Force, close your eyes and speak:

*I want to be a Jedi.*

Yoda’s response will help you understand the mysteries of the Force, and your own destiny. If you train with Yoda and follow the path of Light, you can become more than a Jedi... You can become legendary.

If you wish to approach the Master, wait until he is still, then speak these words:

“I’m ready to train, Master Yoda.”

*Teach me to use the Force.*

“I want to be a Jedi.”

*Do you sense the Dark Side?”*

*Can I ask you a question?”*

*Tell me more.*

Master Yoda is often deep in thought, so you may need to repeat your request. When he is moving or speaking, he is not listening. Be patient, speak clearly, and be ready to receive his training!
Training with Yoda™

Though he is the galaxy’s most powerful Jedi Master, Yoda is also over 800 years old! As his apprentice, be sure to care for your Master:

• Yoda enjoys wandering as he shares his wisdom. Keep him on the floor and away from dangerous heights!

• Yoda appreciates help with his cane and lightsaber™. If either becomes loose, place it firmly in his hand.

• Sometimes Yoda’s arms may become stiff. If you hear his joints creaking, gently pull his arms apart.

If you have any other questions, please call 1-800-622-8339 or visit www.LegendaryYoda.com.